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Title word cross-reference

5 × 7 [MBG77].


30th [WH86a]. 3rd [Ano92].

4th [HAB98].

66-2R [Sey66].

7-10 [VC92]. 76 [Car80]. 7th [HAB98, Zla92].


'92 [VC92, Zla92]. '95 [Lev95]. 9541 [SBSG89]. '98 [HAB98].

=' [Can93, ICC65a, MB96].

Device [Bro85, IBC87, Wat84].
Device-Independent [Bro85, IBC87].
dformat [Ben88]. Diagnostics [EM84].
diagram [Ros92a]. Diagrams
[BJK87, Ros92b, Ing91]. Dictionary
[Fos76]. differ [BL84]. Difference
[Floxx, Pap91]. Different
[Ale92, WT28, Zap68, Zap70, ZB72].
Digiset [Zey74]. Digital
[BBK13, BD83, Col86, EGL+97, Knu99,
Rac70, Rub88, Wad84, Ano96f, Bry96,
BW95, Col89, HAB98, Lev84, MH98, Mor89,
San99, Sey84b, Sey84a, Deu98]. Digitaler
[Deu98]. Digits
[Ast72]. dimensional
[MB96]. Dimensions
[AKWC82, All81].
DIN [Deu98]. DIPS
[FN85a, FN85b], DIPS-106
[FN85a, FN85b]. direct
[KNS90]. Directions
[Knu79]. Directors
[WW03]. Discrete
[WH86b].
Discrete-Element [WH86b]. Display
[AMS83, Ano96f, Lan49, Pad87, RS84,
Tuf83, UB95]. Displayed
[Kor75]. Displays
[MRS83, WH86b, Niz90]. disposition
[Kra96]. Distributed
[BW84]., distribution
[Buc64, EL394]. dithering
[AIDG95].
ditroff [AB89, BD87, Pow90, BD88, Guyxx].
diversions
[WB882]. Division
[Sam82]. Do
[Bry84, Cle82, Clo80]. Do-It-All
[Bry84].
Document
[BW82, BW84, FSS82, Geh80, Geh87, GL88,
Lam86, Lan94, NCNS82, SO94, Sey82,
SP87, Sri93, Tuf85, VC92, VP94, vV88,
ANP81, But94, CHM00, Bea88b, KL82,
KH96, Kin93, McC88, WBS82, Won90].
Document-Preparation
[BW82].
Documentary [Fl88]. Documentation
[CW82, HYC82, Luc85, MPP81, Mar72,
Des86]. Documents
[BKKW98, DRM97, Hah93]. TCM82, Woh98,
AB89, ACG94, Bea77, Hah91, Unia85a]. does
[Ber00].
Dokumentation
[Uha66].
Dokumenteneditor
[Sch86a]. dominate
[Ben95]. Doors
[Dum83]. Dot
[BM87, DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, L90, Niz90, UB95].
Dot-Matrix
[DiV84, LBS85, UB95].
dot/millimeter
[LJ90]. Down
[Bro96].
downsampling
[ACG94]. DP
[Cat83]. Dr.
[Hum76]. Draft
[BDN83, Kit84].
Draft-To-Text
[BDN83]. Drive
[JSG78, FB90]. Druckkunst
[Zap68, ZB72]. Drucktechnik
[Deu98].
drukwerk
[KVM02]. Dual
[TA82].
Dual-Font
[TA82]. Durham
[Ano92].
Dwiggins
[Fri83]. Dynamo
[Bry84].
Early
[Car02, LR94, Hus85a, She50]. earn
[Pos78]. Ease
[Abi88]. eases
[Nas94]. Easy
[BF80, L92, Wil89]. economic
[Dav88, Hau94, Mor89]. Economical
[Sac80]. economically
[Lin39]. écriture
[PAL16]. EDIAN
[KAT90]. Edit
[MH70, TH73]. Edit-insertion
[MH70].
edit/insert
[TH73]. Editing
[Cla64, Bas72,
LB74, Mas84, SOE77, R86, Con79].
Editor
[Wal87, ANP81]. editorial
[Swa71, Swa79, Swa86, Swa98]. Editors
[Dod97, CBB87, McS84]. Education
[He98, FM94, LB95]. effect
[BSS92, Pow92, Ran86, WT28]. Effective
[Gar73, Pin81, Pod84]. effectiveness
[FZ93]. Effects
[AMS83]. Effektivnosti
[RF77]. Efficiency
[RF77, WT26, WT33]. Efficient
[Ghe87, IKM82, KB86, TC92]. efficiently
[Lin39]. Einfuehrung
[Sch86b]. Electric
[Lab17]. Electronic
[Ber75, Ber82, Bry96,
Cle82, Clo80, Dm80, G70, HAB98, Hol84,
Mar87, Pie71, SP87, VC92, Wal84, Zey74,
vV88, Kau97, Nat87a, Nat87b].
electrotyping
[Pos81]. Element
[WH86b].
Elements
[Bri02, Bri12, Int06, LK95].
eleven
[Kel10]. embedded
[CK88, KKK9+93, KKK+94]. employed
[Ste19]. Encoding
[PS84, SP87].
encyclopaedia
[GMZZ94]. Encyclopedia
[Sha77]. End
[RS65, GMM93]. enduring
[FM94]. engineer
[PEE58]. Engineering
[CIS67, Kn91]. Engineers
[Par75].
English
[RP96, BL84, Bli82, Cry15, Int06,
Ock71, Ock75]. engraving [Fos81].

engravings [Har83]. Enhancement [Bra09]. enjoy [Buh80, Buh81].


European [Des86, Luc85, Zla92]. EuroTeX [Zla92]. evaluate [Rom75]. every [Ros15]. Everyone [Hah93, Hah91]. Evidence [Tuf97]. evolution [Hau94]. examination [Win90, Bra84]. Example [SV73, GSKM92].

examples [Sch95]. Executive [Gar67]. exhibit [Ber23]. Experience [Bro69, CKT80, ZJ84]. Experimental [FC77]. Experiments [Sey66, Bar65].

Expert [BCJR87]. Explanations [Tuf97]. explanatory [Har83]. explicit [Spi80, Spi82]. Expressions [Hol87b, Pin94].

Extra [Bra13a]. extraction [MPZ95, TC92].

F.R.S. [Bux88]. Face [Jur02, Sha85, Ber23, IEE93]. faces [Ame30, Col30, Lud89, Lan49].


Falsified [TCLM82]. Family [Div84].

famous [BMD87]. Fancy [Hof83]. Farewell [Mas84]. fast [BMD87]. Fatigue [WT26, WT28]. features [Fos81, HD88].

February [ZD91]. Federal [VC92].

feedback [Mar91a, Mar91b]. feedforward [MRT89]. Fehlerlose [Roe85]. Fewer [Pri81]. fifteen [Ber23]. Figures [BD87]. Files [Sac80, BD88]. Find [SG93].

findphrases [AB89]. fine [HK99, HK49, WT26, WT28, WT33].

Fingertips [Lun02]. finishing [Fos76].


Font [AMS83, AM86, Ano85a, Ano85c, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ast72, BDN83, BG73, Bro85, CKM86, CK86, EM84, Fow73, FN85a, FN85b, GL84, Hof83, HD88, JSG78, KB86, KPB87, KH94, KBH96, Kit84, KM87, LO90, LZ86, LH91, MBG77, McC84, MRS83, MN77, MS84, PS84, RS81, Re66, SV73, SP87, SBSG89, SSST83, TKE83, TCLM82, Tri69, TA82, UKKS84, Ume82, UM85, Wad84, WH86b, Wol86, ZL87, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96f, BN94, BSS92, EEN90, FK85, Gho84, Guyxx, HFW+96, KMMN89, KM0+93, KKM*94, Kop93, LK95, Lin95, LCO94, MP94, MPZ95, MRT89, NKMO89, Par93a, Ris88, SB93, Tow15, TC92, UBR90, WB95, HFW+96].

Font-and [HD88]. Fonts [Col86, Hoe98, Mar87, ST85, BSS92, HBBG95, Int07, Pow90, WH76]. Forensics [BBK13]. Form [CDM02, Buc64]. Formal

HYC82, ZA87]. format [But94]. Formats [Ben88, Bea88b]. Formatter [Fuj94, HO87, KV89, ZA87, AA89, Haa86].

Formatting

[BF80, GW85, Geh87, Nuo83, CHM00].

FSS82, Geh86, GL88, Kin93, Com79, dG99].

Formeln [Sch86a, Thi83]. Formelsatz [Deu94]. Formelzeichen [Deu94]. Forms [CH85, Jac79]. Formulae [Fuj94].

Formulas [HO87, Haa86, Thi83].

Forth [For89, Sni89, Sni90]. FORTRAN

[Her69, Her70, JK74, Her71]. Forty [Cha97, LJ90, Ber23]. foundries
[505x681]9
[102x646]Per88, Rom14, WH17, Hus85b, Kir16, Kle78, Kur17, PHM80, Smi17, PAL16. Hitac
[408x646][Hay87]. hoax
[408x646][Har94b, Har92]. home [BS88, Har83]. hood
[408x646][Ano90c], Hot [Mas84, MH98, San99]. hour
[408x646][Wil89]. house
[408x646][Ano52, Bir80, Bra84, Eis90, Hal80, Hal81, Mun88, Til52, Til55, Václ92, Gos90]. HPWord
[408x646][Smi84]. Human [KB86, SDB88]. humanities [Ano87b]. hundred [Ste96]. hundredth [Fri83]. Hyphenate
[408x646][Ock71, Ock75]. Hyphenating [RS65]. Hyphenation [MMN79, Smi84, Wan79]. Hyphens [Pri81]. hz
[408x646][LK93]. hz-Program
[408x646][LK93]. IBM [Gar67, Gar73, Pap89]. Iceland [Edv94]. ideas [Dow83, Kra89]. Identification
[408x646][TCLM82, KH94, KH96]. IEC [SBSG89]. IEEE [Ano75]. IFIP [DS83]. III [Cra87a, RRLG83]. Illumination
[408x646][WT28, WT26, WT33, WT26]. illustrated [Kle87, Kie90]. Illustrating
[408x646][GRM97]. Illustration
[408x646][Hol03, Tex84]. illustrations
[408x646][Spi80, Spi82]. Image
[408x646][Ano88, IKM82, Poy01a, HD88, SO94]. Images
[408x646][Tuf97, CWB93, Kop93, Lev84]. imaging [HAB98]. Impact
[408x646][DiV84, ZL87, Mye84b, UB95]. Impaired
[408x646][GL84]. Implement [BF80]. Implementation
[408x646][Hol87a, AA89, Kin93]. Impressions
[408x646][Ano97]. Improve [UBR90]. Improved
[408x646][Buy85, Ano86]. Improving
[408x646][Cle82]. In-house
[408x646][Bir80, Bra84, Eis90, Hal80, Hal81, Mun88]. Inclusion
[408x646][CW82]. incorporating
[408x646][Ano52, Phi68, Til52]. Incremental
[408x646][CHM00]. Independent
[408x646][Bro85, IBC87, Ker82c]. indexes [AB89]. Indexing
[408x646][Bra09, Col62, Cro80, Mul94, Mul05]. Indo
[408x646][PC94]. Indo-Bangladeshi
[408x646][PC94]. Industrial
[408x646][For89, WT28, WT26]. Industrie
[408x646][Sta71b, Sta71a]. industries
[408x646][YKT90]. industry [Bir76, Bir83, Hau94, Kil83, Sta71b, Sta71a, Dep79]. Indx
[408x646][AB89]. influential [Kel10]. Infoline
[408x646][Opp85]. Information
[408x646][Ano80, Ano83b, Ano87b, Bro85, CH85, ICC65a, II88, Lmn99, Mar72, Opp85, Tuf83, Tuf90, Kan87, Mye83, Mye84a, Sli81, Sli84, SBSG89, Ste19, Myh90]. Initial
[408x646][Ano86h]. Innovations
[408x646][Par75]. Innovative
[408x646][UB95]. inquiries [Sim87]. insert [TH73]. insertion
[408x646][MH70]. Institut
[408x646][Mac96]. Institute
[408x646][VC92]. Institution
[408x646][Hus85a]. instruction
[408x646][Ten76]. Instructions
[408x646][Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano98]. instructor
[408x646][Har83]. Instrument
[408x646][LR94]. Integrated
[408x646][GMZ294]. Integration
[408x646][App86, Blu86, Sch86a]. Intensive
[408x646][Ben20]. Interactive
[408x646][BWS84, CM83, TBF+77, Lan90, Par93b]. Interaktive
[408x646][App86]. Interchange
[408x646][SP87, Bea88b, SBSG89]. interesting
[408x646][Fos81]. Interface
[408x646][ASW89, GL84, LA84, Lan90, Phi68, LA85]. Interleaf
[408x646][Blu86]. International
[408x646][Ano92, HAB98, ICC65b, CTC66, ICC65a, Lev95, VC92, WH86a, Mac96, Par90, SPD72, Ano14, vV88]. internationalization
[408x646][Mac90]. Interpolating
[408x646][FB85]. Intertype
[408x646][Lud89]. Introduction
[408x646][Dow97, KR85, PHM80, Rad77, Rub88, Ano88, Com00, Grä69, Hen73, Pub71]. invariant
[408x646][AAP94, HD88]. invention
[408x646][Fre90, Rom86a, Rom86b]. inventions
[408x646][Hus76]. inventor
[408x646][Mer98, MS89]. Investigation
[408x646][SDB88]. IPPC
[408x646][IEE93]. iron
[408x646][Sax92]. isn’t
[408x646][Woo87]. ISO
[408x646][SBSG89]. ISO/IEC
[408x646][SBSG89]. isomath
[408x646][MIL12]. ISSAC
[408x646][Lev95]. issues
[408x646][FSS82, Gho84]. italic
[408x646][Int07]. Italics
[408x646][Fow73]. Italy
[408x646][Luc85]. items
[408x646][Sli81, Sli84]. IV
[408x646][Her69]. Jailbreak
[408x646][Bra13b]. Japanese
[408x646][Lun99, IBC87, ST85]. John
[408x646][Lan40]. joint
Learning Level

[WT26, WT28]. jointly [HAB98]. Josef
Mühl96]. journal [MM73]. journalism
Ten76]. Journals [Ano75, LK77]. Joy
Spi90, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Spi86]. July
Ano93a, GR94, CTC66, Lev95]. June
Abr81, Des86, For89, Mac96, USE87]. Just
[Reh78, Sam82]. Justification [Pri81]. Justified
[Ste19].

Kanji [FN85a, FN85b, SSST83, TKE83].
Kanji-Printers [FN85a]. Karel [KVM02].
Kathleen [San99]. keepsake [Bia93]. Kent
[DS83]. Key [BM87]. Keyboard
[Fri70, Lmn02]. Khmer [Har94a].
Klassifikatoren [SV73]. knowledge
[TC92]. knowledge-based [TC92]. Korean
[Lmn99, Kin90]. Kurs [GK00].

labels [SB93]. labours [Bux88]. Lamp
[RF77]. Lamps [RF77]. Language
[Ben88, BK90, BW82, Fox87, Ges86, Pad87,
SW92, BK66, CK88, Gau84, Ing91, Ker81,
Ker82a, Ker82b, Kin93, PC94, Van81a,
Van80, Van81b, WBS82]. languages
Zap88, Zap70, ZB72]. Lara [Sch86a]. Large
[Buy85, GL84, KM87, WH86b, Smi89].
Large-Area [WH86b]. Laser
[Ano96d, KN590, Nas94, FN87, LBS85,
Mar91a, Mar91b, MKR93]. Laser-printer
[Nas94]. Lasers [Dun80, Sch83]. late
Bux88, latest [Ben95]. Latin [TA82].
Latin/Arabic [TA82]. Laussanne [VC92].
Law [Bor96, Hus76]. Laying [Bor96].

Layout
[Khao0, SDB88, Ben95, Kin91c, Kro67].
Lead [RF77, Smi17]. led [Tay16].
Learning [CKM86, CK86, GH97]. Least
[Kop93]. Least-squares [Kop93]. lecons
[And05]. LePrint [LBS85]. lessons [And05].
letter [Int06, Ros15]. Letterfontäne
[Poh15]. lettering [Cus11, Lin82]. Letters
GF00, Lin82, Mac96]. Level [GW85]. levels
[Can93]. Libraries [Cis87]. Library
Buc64, EGL+97, PRB87, ZD91]. Life
Fle88, Poy01a, Bux88]. ligatures [Lag92b].
Lighting [RF77, WT28]. Like [Woh98].
Likelihood [BSS92]. Line
[Hol06, RS65, Sam82, ZL87, KR85, Lan49,
Mar91a, Mar91b, PK82]. Linear
[SV73, dG99]. linear-time [dG99].
Linearer [SV73]. Linee [Cos86]. lines
[CP81]. lingual [Ano92, Gho84]. link
[MH98, San99]. Linotron [CKT80].
Linotype [Lud89, Rom86a, Rom86b, Tay16,
Col30, Mer98, MS89, Rom14]. Linso
Lisa [Wag85]. List [NIS04]. listing [Lan49].
LITA [Cra87b]. Literacy [Hel99]. Literary
LR94, Kir16]. Literate [Knu84a, Sew89].
Load [Ano86h]. Loading [FN85a, FN85b].
local [DS83]. logon [McC88]. London
[CTC65, SPD72]. Look [Gra75]. Looking
BDH+94, BH+99, BDH02]. Lout
[Kin91, Kin92, Kin93]. Low
[BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83, Thi91, Ser88].
Low-Cost [BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83].
Low-tech [Th91]. Lower [Mac75, Phi79].
LSI [KMNO89, NKMO89]. Ltd [Wil37].

Lyuminestentynkh [RF77].

MACC [Ano87a]. machen [RPP96].
Machine [AM86, Re566, Rom86a, Rom86b,
La40, Buc64, Lan49, Nid89, Pho68, She50].
machinery [Sli81, Sli84]. machines
[Fre90, Hus85a, Lin30, Lin39, Linxx, She50,
Sk59, Wil31]. Machtig [RPP96].

Macintosh
[KS87, Mol93, CS86, How86, Knu91c].
macro [Sp86, Sp90, WM88]. MACSYMA
[Fod78]. Made
[Wag85, Lmn40, Ber23, Fos81, Lan49].
MAGIC [MPP81]. Magnetic
[Kok87, Mye84a, Bro69]. maintain
[Lin39, Pos78]. Make [LB74, Par90].

Makeup [KV89]. Making
[Cry15, EGG+97, Mar83, Ste19]. making-up
[Ste19]. Malo [HAB98]. man [Phi68].
man-machine [Phi68]. management


processing/typesetting  [LA84, LA85].  
Processor  [Lab84, Ike95, KKM+93, KKM+94].  
Producing  [Pin81, Wil89].  Product  [Pap89].  


repertory [WH76]. Report [Bor85, CTC65, Ben20, Int06, SS75, WT26, WT28]. Reports [Her70, NCP89, NCA81, WM88].
representation [Hus95, Lin95]. Request [Kan87]. required [Ano90b].
Requirements [Ste87, Wat84]. rescheduling [Ano89b]. Research [Ano83b, WT26, WT28, Car80, CIS67].
Restoration [BBK13]. Retaining [But94].
Role [Ber82]. Roman [Ano92, Hol87b, Int07]. Room [Cat83, Lin30]. Rotary [Ano95d]. rotation [AAP94]. Row [Ano85b]. RPO [IBM67].
Rules [Har91, Jur02, Wic65, Ame30, BL84, CBB87, Lan64, NIS04, Wan79].
s [RF77]. Safe [Ast72]. saga [dBD02]. sale [Fos76]. sampling [AAP94]. sand [Sim87].
Santa [GR94]. Sätningsregler [Lan64]. Satz [Deu98, Thi83]. Scalable [Ike95].
Scale [SOE77]. Scaling [Wad84, NSA90]. scan [Mar91a, Mar91b]. scan-line [Mar91a, Mar91b]. Scanned [Bra09, CWB93]. scanners [MRK93].
Searchable [ZJ84]. Seattle [Mor93].
sell [Dow83, Rom76]. sells [RPP96].
Semantics [Fin94]. semi [Lau90].
SETAB [TH73]. Setting [Clo80, Fel03, She50, Ste19, Wic65]. setzen [ICC65a]. Seven [Ast72]. Seven-Segment [Ast72]. Seybold [SS75]. Shannon [San99].
shape [Par93a]. Share [Wat84].
Share-Output [Wat84]. Sheep [SG93].
Sholes [Rom86a, Rom86b]. shown [Ame30].
SI [Ano14, Ano14, NIS04]. SIC [Dep79].
Sichere [BN85]. signs [ISO09]. SIGOA [Abr81]. SIGPLAN [Abr81]. SIGUCCS [SIG82]. Silbentrennung [BN85, Roe85].
Simon [Sch95]. Simple [Dew86].
Simplification [Gra86]. simulated [Lag95].
Simulation [MS84]. Single [Ber21].
Singular [Ano97]. Sinnentsprechende [BN85]. Sinotype [RRLG83]. Site [Ber00].
Size [KPB87, HD88]. sizes [BSS92, Deu98, Lan49, SB93]. Skeleton [BS96]. Skeleton-based [BS96]. sketch [Phe61]. Skill [Edv94]. skills [FN87]. Small [Ano05, Sac80, SOE77]. Small-Scale...
[SOE77]. SMI [KAT90]. SMI/EDIAN [KAT90]. Smithsonian [Hus85a]. Society [Par75, Cha97]. sociological [Eze87].

Software [Ano96c, Boe76, CW85, GL84, LBJ95, MMNT99, Pad87, Ano86f, Ano98, Hod88, Ser88]. solid [Tay16]. Some [Ano90b, SKR59, AJ90, BS96]. sourcebook [Bry96]. SP [TA82]. spacing [Ste91].

Spatial [Wil31, Mac90]. specific [SO94]. specification [Car80, WB95]. specify [Rom75]. Specimen [Lan40, Ano52, Bur61, Bli82, Til52]. specimens [Amc30, Gou78, Lan49].

Spectral [RF77]. spectroscopic [TH73]. speech [Ano96e]. Speed [Cle82, ZL87, KMNO89, KK3*93, KKM*94, Pow62]. speeds [MM73]. Spektra [RF77]. Spent [CKT80]. Sperry [Ano87a]. spite [UBR90].


Start [Buh80, Buh81]. State [Bor85, Ham68, Ten76, SL67].


Story [Lum02, Cry15, Gou78, Rom86a, Rom86b, Ros15]. Strasbourg [Des86].

Strategies [Hoc98, Bir76, Bir83, FZ93]. Strike [Rob72]. Strike-on [Rob72]. strings [Smi90]. stroke [Ano96b, LK95, MP95, TC92]. Strokes [TKE83]. Structural [Fuj94, CDV95].

Structure [BJK87, HO87, Haa86, Ing91, MR92a].

Structured [Ano96f, BW82, Nno83, Won90, LK95]. Structures [AKWC82, All81]. Student [Her78a]. Studies [WH86a, Fle88]. Study [FZ93, FC77, PR88, Kel10, Le 88, Phi68, SZ91]. Style [Ano31, Ano82a, Ano93c, Ano03, Br02, Bri12, Dod97, MTZ94, MW17, WH86b, Aus88, Ano52, Ano90a, Car80, Mil12, NIS04, Tri52, Til55]. Styles [AMS83, Pow62, SB93]. subject [Ano95d]. subjects [Wal93]. Substitution [McC84]. successful [Buh80, Buh81]. Summary [Sli81, Sli84]. Summer [BBK13, CKT80, USE87, Lop94].


Symposium [Abr81, Lev95, Lop94, Mac96].

Syntactic [Wol86]. Synthese [ZK88].

Synthesis [TKE83].

System [Ano83b, Ano14, Boe76, Com83, GW85, Geh87, GS70, Her70, Her71, Her72, IBM67, IBC87, KC75, Lam86, Lam94, MN77, MS84, Rac70, Rub88, SOE77, SDB88, THL80, Tul85, UKKS84, Wol6, Zey74, AB89, Ano86f, Ano96b, Ano96d, AAP94, Bue80, Chr87, Geh86, GL88, GMZZ94, HW86, Wz74, KAT90, KC80, Kle79, KNS90, Lag92a, Lam93, Lan90, LLW95, MM90, Mye83, Mye84a, Par93b, Riss88, Rom75, Smi89, Ten76, Tut83, Com79, Kee80].

Systeme [MB96]. Systems [BCJR87, Col86, Day83, Gar80, Mar87, Pow86, Ste87, Zey74, Cla64, Des89, EP87, FSS82, Hol84, MB96, NCNS82, Pla81, Sey82, WT28, Ano80].

T [Sey66]. table [VDM+93]. Tables [Dew86, Ghe87, MM90, TH73, WH76].

tables [Wol96]. tabulating [Int06]. Take [Zur85].

talks [She50]. tally [Mor73]. Tape
Types [Dow97, Lan40, Ber21, Ber23, Kel11, Mor73, Zap70]. Typsetting [Lab84, FTBM96, FT96, Kra96, McC88, Ros92a, San95, Pow90, Uni85b]. Typesetter [BBK13, Ker82e, Lab17]. Typesetters [Bau41, Lab84]. Typeset [Lab84, FTBM96, FT96, Kra96, McC88, Ros92a, San95, Pow90, Uni85b]. Typesetting [Dep72, Ame83, Ame88, AKWC82, Ano83c, Ano86i, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano96f, Ano98, Anoxx, AJ88b, AJ88a, AJ90, BS88, BMD87, Bar65, Bar71, BR87, BL84, Bea77, Bea88a, Bea88c, Lan40, Ben95, Ben20, BK86, Ber75, Ber67, Big80, Bir76, Bir80, Bir83, Bowl7, Brot9, Buc80, Buc64, Bu80, Bu81, BW95, Can93, Com64, Com66, CIS67, Com69, Car80, CK88, Cla64, Com33, Com00, CS66, Cos86, Cra87a, Cra87b, Dal80, Dav69, Dow83, Edv94, Eis90, EP87, FN87, Fos81, Fos76, Fre90, Fri70, Gar73, Gau84, Geh86, GL88, Gho84, GB82, Gol09, Goo82, Gra66, Gra69, GMZZ94, Gul02, MLS82, Hal91].

typesetting [Hal80, Hal81, Har83, Hau94, Hen73, Hol84, Hus73, Hus85a, Int06, CTC66, ICC65a, Ing91, Int82, Int86, Jac74, Jac79, JK74, Jan86, Kan87, KS87, KR85, KC80, Ker81, Ker82a, Ker82b, Kil83, Kin91, Kin92, Kle76, Kle78, Kle79, Kle87, Kle90, Kun86f, Kun89, Kun91c, Kro67, Kun79, LBS85, Lan49, Lin30, Lin39, Linxx, LA84, LA85, Lab88, Lag92a, Lan93, Lan90, Le 88, LLW95, Lev87, Lin82, Lip78, Mar91a, Mar91b, May69, McS84, MH70, MR92a, Mun88, Mye83, Mye84b, Myh90, Nat82, Nat87a, NCA81, Nat87b, Nat86, Ned89, Neg88, PHM80, Pub71, Pap91, Phe61, Phi68, Pla81, Ploxx, Pos78, Pow82, Ran86, Ric81, Rob72, RM74, Rom75, Rom76, Rom86a, Rom86b, Sta71b, Sta71a, SZ91, SS75, Sey82, Sey84b, Sey84a, Sha77, She50, Skr59, SPD72, Sli81].
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